
CONFLICTS
& COMPROMISES



AGREEMENT
Government is for and by the people  & is to protect life, liberty 
& pursuit of happiness  The Articles need fixing

DISAGREEMENT
How powerful should the Federal Gov. be?  How representative 

should the government be?  Individual VS state VS federal rights?



REPRESENTATION



What kind of legislature 
should there be?

How will the legislature 
represent the people?  



Based on this graph, which states do you think 
would want equal representation for each state?  



Virginia Plan
James Madison
2 “houses” or “chambers” 
based on population  

New Jersey Plan
William Paterson
1 “house” or “chamber” based 
on equal vote per state  

ISSUE

Little states are left out

ISSUE

People not represented



Roger 

Sherman (CT) 



SLAVERY



Should slaves be counted 
in the population for 

representation?  

What of the future of 
slavery & the slave trade?



How do you think delegates from each of the states shown 
in this graph would want slaves to be counted? 

For representation or to be taxed? 



 Slaves should not be              
counted for representation.  

Should be taxed as property
 The Slave trade should end

 Slaves should be counted              
for representation

 If slavery ends, we walk                       
away from the Union

NORTH

SOUTH





PRESIDENCY



How should the chief 
executive (aka: president) 

be elected to office?

How long can the 
president serve in office?



 The president should be elected         
by popular vote
(fear: tyranny/aristocracy/weak president)

 Presidency with term limits
(need to keep from kingship & fresh leadership) 

 The president should be elected 
by Congress not the people
(fear: uneducated voting/mobocracy/   

geographic voting/no power little to states)

 Presidency with no term limits
(need stability to the countries leadership)







House of Rep.
438

Senators
100

Electors
538

People chosen by 
states to formally 

elect president

Electoral College

Formula



Electoral College

Process

Each State Legislature 

votes or Popular Vote

Electors are to 

*not required* 

vote in line 

with their 

states majority 

popular vote

Electors



John Quincy
Adams

1824

Rutherford B. 
Hayes

1876

Benjamin
Harrison

1888

George W. 
BUSH

2000

How is this possible?

Donald
TRUMP

2016



WINNER TAKE ALL Electoral System  

When a states majority popular vote goes to candidate, that 
candidate gains ALL that states electoral votes *except: Maine & Nebraska*



Pro
No big states can 

overhaul little states

Promotes Federalism 
(HR: Population; Senate: 
Equality; Electors: States)

Known System
(What is the alternative?)

No uncertainty 
on who will win 

Con
Denies third parties a 
chance in the system 

due to winner-take-all

Not truly democratic 
through the people

Focus is given only 
to the battleground 

states



BILL OF RIGHTS



Should the Constitution 
have a bill of rights?

What rights should the bill 
of rights have? 



FOR
 Federal list from state 
lists protects the whole
 List promotes freedom 
(gov. can’t redefine or 
define rights)
 List protects rights from 
being infringed 
 Gov. can always tend 
towards tyranny

AGAINST
 States already have bill 
of rights, so no problem!
 List restricts freedom 
(rights come from gov. not 
nature’s & God)
 Limited list = limited 
rights
 Gov. could never get to 
powerful with checks & 
balances 



George

Mason



September 17, 1787



From
Sep 
1787
To

July
1788

Debate!

To Ratify or Not to Ratify?



John 

Jay
Alexander 

Hamilton

Anti-Federalists
Those opposed to an un-
amended Constitution & 
strong central government

Richard 

Henry 

Lee

James 

Madison

Federalists
Those in favor of the Constitution 
& a strong central government

V.S.

George 

Clinton

Patrick 

Henry
http://teachingamericanhistory.org/fed-antifed/biographies/

http://teachingamericanhistory.org/fed-antifed/biographies/




Anti-

Federalists

Federalists

V.S.



Ratification &
The Federalists vs Anti-Federalists


